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[1] Energetic proton (1–45 keV) distributions measured by the magnetospheric plasma
analyzer detector on Los Alamos National Laboratory geosynchronous orbiting
satellites are analyzed to study the characteristics of proton ring development during
the 2001 April storm. Distinct proton rings are formed over a broad spatial region from
noon to premidnight, associated with individual or multiple substorm injections on the
nightside. On the basis of observed proton distributions, the convective growth rate of
magnetosonic waves is calculated. We find that these proton ring distributions can provide
a source of free energy for exciting magnetosonic waves, with convective growth rate
mostly in the range 10−5–10−6 m−1, over a broad range of frequency from a few times WH+
up to ∼35 WH+ and over a broad magnetic local time range from 1000 to 2200.
Citation: Chen, L., R. M. Thorne, V. K. Jordanova, M. F. Thomsen, and R. B. Horne (2011), Magnetosonic wave instability
analysis for proton ring distributions observed by the LANL magnetospheric plasma analyzer, J. Geophys. Res., 116, A03223,
doi:10.1029/2010JA016068.

1. Introduction
[2] Fast magnetosonic (MS) waves, also called equatorial
noise, at frequencies from a few Hz to several hundreds of
Hz, are primarily confined within ∼10° from the geomagnetic
equator [Russell et al., 1970; Gurnett, 1976;Olsen et al.,
1987; Kasahara et al., 1994; Santolík et al., 2002; Němec
et al., 2005] both inside and outside the plasmapause. Early
observational studies [e.g., Perraut et al., 1982; Gurnett,
1976] demonstrated that MS waves occur as a series of narrow tones, spaced at multiples of the proton gyrofrequency
up to the lower hybrid resonance frequency fLHR. It has
been suggested [Curtis and Wu, 1979; Perraut et al., 1982;
Boardsen et al., 1992; Horne et al., 2000] that such equatorial MS waves can be excited at very oblique wave normal
angles by a natural instability associated with a ring distribution (∂f/∂v? > 0) of energetic protons at energies of the
order of 10 keV whenever the velocity corresponding to the
peak phase space density exceeds the local Alfven speed. A
survey [Meredith et al., 2008] of wave and particle data from
the Combined Release and Radiation Effects Satellite
(CRRES) confirmed the role of proton rings as a potential
source mechanism. Recently both particle‐in‐cell simulation
(K. Liu et al., Excitation of Bernstein waves in the terrestrial
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magnetosphere: Particle‐in‐cell simulations, submitted to
Journal of Geophysical Research, 2010) and linear dispersion theory [Gary et al., 2010] have also verified excitation
of fast magnetosonic waves (referred to as ion Bernstein
waves) due to proton rings.
[3] Equatorial MS waves can also influence radiation belt
dynamics during active periods, leading to local electron
acceleration from ∼10 keV up to a few MeV in the outer
radiation belt [Horne et al., 2007]. For the strongest MS
waves, the acceleration time scale of 1–2 days via electron
Landau resonance is comparable to that due to whistler mode
chorus waves [e.g., Horne et al., 2005; Li et al., 2007].
Furthermore, owing to the equatorial spatial confinement,
energetic electrons in the outer radiation belt can be subject
to nonresonant transit time scattering, in addition to the
Landau resonant scattering predicted by quasi‐linear theory
[Bortnik and Thorne, 2010].
[4] Recently, Chen et al. [2010b] performed a global
analysis of the MS instability based on energetic proton
phase space density simulated by coupling the Rice Convection Model (RCM) and the Ring Current–Atmospheric
Interactions Model (RAM) during a geomagnetic storm
[Jordanova et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2010a]. Their detailed
theoretical analysis showed that the MS wave instability
occurs when the local Alfven speed is comparable to the
proton ring velocity. Furthermore, the unstable frequency
band is modulated by the ratio of the ring velocity and the
local Alfven speed. Here we examine the characteristics of
proton ring development from an observational point of
view, and perform a magnetosonic wave instability analysis
based on proton rings observed by the magnetospheric
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plasma analyzer (MPA) detector on a Los Almos National
Laboratory (LANL) geosynchronous orbiting satellite. The
particle observations from MPA detectors have been used
in the past to predict where and when plasma wave instabilities occur, e.g., whistler instability based on anisotropic electron observations [MacDonald et al., 2008] and
electromagnetic ion cyclotron wave instability driven by
anisotropic ions [Blum et al., 2009]. For the magnetosonic
wave instability, ion distributions along the direction perpendicular to the ambient magnetic field (∂f/∂v?) are relevant. In section 2, the ion observational data set is presented.
Proton ring development and magnetosonic wave instability
are investigated in section 3. Finally, we summarize our
principal conclusions.

istics of ion ring distributions and indicates the preferential
local time region where magnetosonic waves can be excited.

3. Proton Rings and Instability Analysis for
Magnetosonic Waves
[ 7 ] Following the theoretical analysis of Chen et al.
[2010b], the convective growth rate (measured along the
direction of the wave group velocity) of highly oblique
magnetosonic waves (wave normal angle  ∼ 89.5°) for
wave frequencies at exact multiples of the proton gyrofrequency (w = mwWH+, where mw is a whole number), can be
expressed as
Z
ki ¼

2. Data Set
[5] Energetic protons with energy between a few eV to
∼45 keV are continuously monitored by the MPA detector
on board several geosynchronously orbiting LANL spacecraft [Bame et al., 1993]. Data obtained over a 4 day
interval, 20–23 April 2001 covering the April 2001 geomagnetic storm, have been selected for analysis. The full
three‐dimensional (40 energies × 24 azimuths × 6 polar
angles) distribution is measured in the spacecraft‐centered
coordinate system with z axis pointing along the spin axis
toward the Earth’s center. Although there is no direct in situ
magnetic field measurement, the direction of the magnetic
field is derived from the symmetry axis of the observed
charged particle distributions [Thomsen et al., 1996]. The
3D distribution is reorganized onto a regular grid in pitch
angle (PA) and gyrophase (AZ) with respect to the ambient
magnetic field direction by the standard triangle interpolation, producing a new distribution f (E, PA, AZ) where E is
energy. The phase space density (PSD) at fixed 90° pitch
angle, f?, is then obtained by averaging over AZ at each
energy channel. The Alfven speed VA = B/(m0mH+Ne)1/2,
where mH+ is the proton mass and Ne the background electron
density, is calculated by assuming that Ne can be approximated as the sum of the measured low‐energy (< 100 eV)
proton number density Nlp and high‐energy (≥ 100 eV)
proton number density Nhp, and that the ambient magnetic
field strength B can be obtained from a combination of a
dipole internal field model and the Tsyganenko 96 external
field model [Tsyganenko, 1995, 1996], which is a data‐based
model calibrated by instantaneous values of solar wind
dynamic pressure, Dst, and the Y and Z components of the
interplanetary magnetic field. The instantaneous values of
these parameters are obtained through the SPDF OMNIWeb
Plus service.
[6] On the basis of the ion phase phase density measurement by LANL satellites, we perform an instability
analysis in section 3 by calculating the local equatorial
growth rate of magnetosonic waves. A limitation of using
LANL satellite data in the present study is the lack of wave
measurement, and thus no direct comparison can be made
between the predicted growth rate and observed magnetosonic wave emission. Nonetheless, such a limitation is
compensated by the broad local time coverage of ion distributions near the equator, which provides the character-
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where Jmw is Bessel function of order mw with argument x =
k?v?/WH+, n is the refractive index for MS waves, P, L,
and R are standard Stix coefficients, A′ = S sin2  + P cos2
, B′ = RL sin2  + PS(1 + cos2 ), and k · ^vg denotes the
projection of wave normal vector k along the group
velocity vg. We also assume that the refractive index n for
MS waves can be obtained through the cold plasma dispersion relation for an electron‐proton plasma. This formulation is valid for small growth rate in plasmas where
the cold plasma dominates over a dilute hot species. As
shown by Chen et al. [2010b] (Appendix B), the v?
dependence of W? is of the form J m2 w (k?v?/WH+) for
large mw (≥5), with aid of the following approximations:
sin2   cos2 , L ≈ −R, and n2 ≈ RL/S.
[9] Figure 1 illustrates the type of ion distribution f? (thin
solid line) that can give rise to magnetosonic waves. It
features a secondary peak at v? = VR (called the ring
velocity) separated by a minimum at v? = Vdip (called the
dip velocity) from the main peak of low energies. In this
diagram Vdip < VA < VR and positive gradients (∂f/∂v?) only
exist for Vdip < v? < VR. The properties of W? and the
gradients (∂f/∂v?) determine the conditions under which MS
wave instability can occur for such distributions. Chen et al.
[2010b] have demonstrated that the velocity v?peak of the
peak in W? at fixed mw is typically in the vicinity of the
Alfven speed (VA) for small mw and drops as mw increases
(schematically shown by the thick solid line in Figure 1).
The frequency range of the MS instability (indicated by
circles) may be approximately estimated as the frequency
range over which v?peak lies in the range (Vdip, VR), namely
where the df?/dv? is positive. Waves with frequencies
below (or above) this unstable frequency band are pre-
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram to estimate the unstable frequency band of MS waves due to a proton ring distribution.
The PSD of a proton ring along vk = 0, f? is plotted as the
thin solid line as a function of v? normalized to the Alfven
speed VA (horizontal dashed line), with the top and bottom
horizontal dotted lines for the ring velocity VR and Vdip,
respectively. The v?peak as a function of mw (= w/WH+) is
shown as the thick solid line. The frequency range of instability is indicated by the circles.
dominately damped by the negative gradients df?/dv?
associated with protons above VR (or below Vdip).
[10] Applying equation (1) to the observed data, we
replace the velocity integral with a sum over the MPA
energy channels:
ki ¼

XZ
j

vj

vjþ1

dv? W?


X j
@f 
¼
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@v? vk ¼0
j
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where j is the energy channel number, and k ij is the contribution due to the proton phase space density between
energy channel j and j + 1. The energy interval corresponding to maximum contribution (maximum k ij) is identified as Edom. Because of the small average MPA count
rates (<∼5 counts per accumulation time of 9 ms) over the
energy range 0.1–1 keV, only energy channels above 1 keV
are used in this analysis to avoid statistical uncertainty in the
measured gradients. The data fall into two categories: (1)
cold plasma domination regime (Nlp > Nhp) and (2) hot
plasma domination regime (Nlp ≤ Nhp). The calculation of
the wave growth rate is limited to the cold plasma domination regime, where the formulations (1) and (3) are valid.
[11] An example of magnetosonic wave instability analysis is illustrated in Figure 2. Figure 2a shows the 2D PSD,
averaged over the gyrophase, measured by the MPA
detector on board the LANL‐A01 spacecraft at 2001 UT on
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20 April 2001 (magnetic local time 2035). The PSD f?
along the v? axis, shown in Figure 2b, indicates a pronounced dip at Vdip ∼0.9 × 106 ms−1 and a pronounced peak
at VR ∼1.1 × 106 ms−1, comparable to the value of Alfven
speed VA (∼1.2 × 106 ms−1), which is obtained by assuming
single‐ion (H+) plasma. Positive df?/dv? in the v? range
Vdip < v? < VR gives rise to unstable magnetosonic waves
over the frequency range from 21 to 31 WH+, with peak
growth rate at 25 WH+, as shown by blue circles in Figure 2c
or Figure 2d. The wave frequency of the peak growth rate
is consistent with the empirical relation (the heavy solid
line in Figure 1) between the ratio VR/VA and wave frequency of peak growth rate: the value VR/VA ∼ 0.9 corresponds to peak growth rate at frequency w = 25 WH+. Wave
damping at w < 21 WH+ and w > 31 WH+ is predominately
due to negative df?/dv? above the VR and below the Vdip,
respectively.
[12] The measurement of total plasma density (Nlp + Nhp)
from MPA detectors on LANL spacecraft is subject to error,
primarily associated with high sensitivity of derived low‐
energy density (Nlp) to uncertainties in the surface potential
of the spacecraft. The absolute measurement of total density
is estimated to be low by a factor of ∼1.5–2 [Denton et al.,
2011], depending on the satellites (a factor of ∼1.6 for the
spacecraft LANL‐01A). The effect of uncertainty of plasma
density measurement is investigated by varying measured
plasma density and shown in Figure 2c. The growth rate is
calculated for both decreasing Ne by 50% (red pluses) and
increasing Ne by 50% (green asterisks) and by 100%
(magenta squares). As plasma density increases (or decreases) and thus VR/VA increases, the unstable frequency
band shifts toward lower (or higher) frequencies, as expected from the empirical relation mentioned above. In this
case 50% variation in plasma density results in a change of
peak wave frequency by ∼10 WH+, and increase in plasma
density by a factor of 2 leads to MS wave instability only
below 7 WH+ and a decrease in the growth rate by a factor
of ∼3. Further increase in plasma density by a factor of
>2.2 will result in suppression of wave growth at all the
harmonic frequencies (not shown here). Therefore, the
accuracy of plasma density measurement is important for
predicting wave growth rate at each of the proton harmonic
frequencies.
[13] No mass discrimination is made from the MPA
measurement. Previous observations [e.g., Young et al.,
1982; Roberts et al., 1987] have suggested that O+ ions
are present in the magnetosphere, especially during storm
times. A recent statistical study [Denton et al., 2011]
shows a solar cycle dependence of the O+ composition in
the bulk plasma at geosynchronous orbit: from a typical
value of ∼20% at solar maximum to a low value ∼0.2% at
solar minimum. To investigate the effect of O+ concentration, MS wave growth rate is also calculated with O+
concentration hO+ = 10% and 20%, compared with that
without O+ ions, shown in Figure 2d. As the O+ concentration increases and thus VA decreases, the peak frequency
of MS waves shifts slightly toward lower frequencies
(22 WH+ for hO+ = 10% and 18 WH+ for hO+ = 20%),
compared with 25 WH+ for hO+ = 0%.
[14] The above instability analysis for MPA measurement
illustrated at a single time interval is used to perform a
survey of MS wave instability over the 4 day period from
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Figure 2. (a) Proton phase space density distribution measured at 2001 UT on 20 April 2001 by the
MPA detector on board the LANL‐A01 spacecraft. Solid lines represent PSD contours of value
10−15.5, 10−14.5, 10−13.5, and 10−12.5 m−6 s3. (b) Proton phase space density along the v? axis, f?, as a
function of v?. The uncertainty of PSD measurement is indicated by the error bars. The vertical dashed
line represents the value of Alfven speed VA on the basis of the measured ion density and assuming that
H+ is the only ion species. (c) The calculated convective growth rate ki of magnetosonic waves based on
measured ion phase space density (Figure 2b), as a function of wave frequency normalized to local proton
gyrofrequency w/WH+. The calculations are performed with varying ion density from the nominal value
(0%) by −50%, +50%, and +100%, all with O+ ion concentration hO+ = 0%. (d) Same as Figure 2c except
that calculation is done with measured ion density and varying O+ ion concentrations 0%, 10%, and 20%.
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Figure 3. (a) The phase space density at pitch angle 90°, f?, observed by the MPA detector on LANL‐
01A for 20 April 2001. The blank region is a data gap. The Alfven energy EA is superimposed with dots,
with white and black representing conditions Nlp ≤ Nhp and Nlp > Nhp, respectively. (b) Positive convective growth rate of magnetosonic waves in regions where Nlp > Nhp. (c) The energy interval contributing
most to the magnetosonic wave growth rate shown in Figure 3b. (d) The geomagnetic indices AE (solid
line) and Dst (dashed line). Note that MLT = UT + 0.55 h.
20 to 23 April 2001 during the 22 April 2001 storm. The
calculation of the growth rate for the rest of paper is carried
out by assuming that the plasma consists of only electrons
and protons and that plasma density is accurately measured.
Those two assumptions are still reasonable for the following
two reasons. First, as shown in Figure 2d, large O+ concentration (20%) only results in a slight shift of peak wave
frequency by approximately a few WH+, with peak growth
rate about the same as that without O+ ions. Secondly,
although MS wave growth rate is sensitive to the plasma
density, uncertainty of plasma density due to statistically
fluctuations is compensated by the large number of cases
studied.
[15] The observed proton phase space density at 90° pitch
angle, f?(E?), on 20 April 2001 is shown in Figure 3a.
Magnetic local time (MLT) follows the simple relation
MLT = UT + 0.55 h for the data presented in this study. Two
dispersive injection events, labeled as R1 (UT 1400–1800)
and R2 (UT 1900–2200), were observed on the duskside

and at premidnight, respectively, with a phase space density
peak at higher energy occurring at earlier MLT. These dispersed injection events are due to energy‐dependent westward magnetic gradient drift, where higher‐energy protons,
originating from an isolated injection event near midnight,
arrive earlier at the spacecraft. As a consequence of this
drift, the protons develop a ring distribution with peak
energy near ∼10 keV, decreasing at later MLT. These
transient dispersive injected protons are eventually replaced
by the semipermanent plasma sheet population (∼keV) with
no discernible ring structure (at UT 1800 for R1 and UT
2200 for R2). Dst remains above −35 nT throughout the
day while large AE (>200 nT) is observed a few hours
prior to R1 and R2, indicating that these proton rings are
probably associated with impulsive substorm injections
near midnight.
[16] To examine whether these rings are unstable to MS
waves, the Alfven energy EA (= mH+V2A/2) is superimposed
by dots, with the black and white colors representing cold
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Figure 4. Same as Figure 3 but for 21 April 2001.

proton dominated plasma (Nlp > Nhp) and hot proton dominated plasma (Nlp ≤ Nhp), respectively. Both observed rings
occur in the region of cold plasma domination, with a ring
energy ER (= mH+V2R/2) comparable to the local Alfven
energy (∼10 keV), suggesting instability of MS waves.
Using equation (3), the convective growth rate of magnetosonic waves at fixed wave normal angle ( = 89.5°) is
calculated for exact multiples of the proton gyrofrequency
w = mwWH+, where mw is a whole number from 2 to 43.
Figure 3b shows the frequencies and times at which the
convective growth rate is positive. The observed proton
rings during event R1 tend to excite MS waves over a
broad frequency range, from a few WH+ at local time (LT)
1500 where the ring energy (ER ≈ 15 keV) is above Alfven
energy (∼10 keV), shifting upward to 35 WH+ at LT 1700
when the ring energy falls below the Alfven energy by a
factor of ∼2. Calculated growth rates have a peak value on
the order of 10−5 m−1, which is 2 orders of magnitude
greater than suggested by earlier estimates for MS wave
instability [Horne et al., 2000]. Two factors contribute to
this difference. First, the peak proton ring phase space
density (∼10−13 m−6 s3) observed here near the dusk sector
at synchronous orbit is more than an order of magnitude
larger than that reported ∼5 × 10−15 m−6 s3 at lower L (3.7 <

L < 4.7) by Horne et al. [2000]. Secondly, the raw f?
data, without smoothing or fitting, have been utilized here
for calculation of the growth rate. The energy interval Edom
corresponding to the dominant contribution to the growth
rate is shown in panel c. Edom lies just below the proton
ring energy, and gradually declines at later MLT. Unstable
MS waves excited at higher frequency for later MLT are
driven by the proton distribution with lower ring energy
(Figure 1). Note that spurious growth, due to positive df?/dv?
associated with statistical fluctuations in the measured f?
at lower energy (Edom < a couple of keV) has been carefully removed, whenever Edom is associated with these
fluctuations rather than associated with a ring distribution.
While positive df?/dv? below the ring energy is responsible for exciting MS waves over the predicted frequency
range, negative df?/dv? above the ring energy and at lower
energy (< a few keV) contributes to the damping, predominately for frequencies below and above the unstable
frequency band, respectively (Figure 1). A similar frequency pattern of unstable MS waves occurs during event
R2 except that energy of the proton rings is always below
the local Alfven energy, resulting in unstable frequencies
above ∼20 WH+.
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Figure 5. Same as Figure 3 but for 22 April 2001.

[17] Figure 4 shows MPA observations and the associated
MS wave instability analysis for 21 April 2001. A high‐
density plasmaspheric plume (∼10 cm−3) occurs in the
afternoon (UT 1000–1700) and in the evening sector (UT
1830–2100), accompanied by large variations in plasma
density (and thus Alfven energy). The density variations
appear to be associated with enhancement and variation in
convection strength due to impulsive substorm activity (AE
greater than 200 nT during each interval), which leads to
drainage of plasmaspheric plasma toward the dayside. Dispersionless injection is observed in the energetic proton
spectrum near midnight, while two pronounced dispersive
injections (events R3 and R4) occur on the dusk side and in
the premidnight sector, respectively. These two events
overlap near dusk (UT 1700–1800) and occur during a
period of highly variable plasma density. There is no evidence for ion rings at this satellite prior to 1500 UT. Furthermore, despite the development of a ring distribution
in the high‐density plume between 1500 and 1600 UT,
the Alfven energy (∼2 keV) is well below the ring energy
(∼10 keV), which stabilizes MS wave excitation over all
proton harmonic gyrofrequencies due to strong damping
contributed by the portion of f? at low energy (< 2 keV).
The reduction in plasma density between 1630 and 1700 UT

during event R3 causes the Alfven energy to increase and
approach the observed ring energy, leading to instability
over a broad range of wave frequencies from 4 to ∼25 WH+.
During event R4, the unstable frequency band is also
modulated by the ratio ER/EA. Near 1730 UT, waves at low
proton harmonics are excited at the leading edge of the
event R4, with the frequency shifting toward higher proton
harmonics (∼30 WH+) near 1830 UT, as a result of the
decrease in ER at later MLT. The unstable frequency drops
below 15 WH+ inside the high‐density plume near 1930 UT,
due to a sudden decrease of EA. Density fluctuations inside
the plume near 1930–2100 UT cause the frequency range of
unstable MS waves to vary in an unsystematic way.
[18] The main phase of the geomagnetic storm occurred
on 22 April 2001, shown in Figure 5, with Dst falling to
−100 nT and AE increasing to ∼1000 nT near 1500 UT.
Multiple dispersionless injection events occur throughout
the nightside (1900 UT on 21 April to 0400 UT on 22 April).
Several overlapping dispersive injection events, occurring
less than approximately a couple of hours apart, are
observed near noon and over the afternoon sector. The only
pronounced dispersive proton injection (event R5) was
observed near noon in the low‐density region on the westward side of a plume with fine‐scale density variation that
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Figure 6. Same as Figure 3 but for 23 April 2001.
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Figure 7. Scatterplot of MLT regions where convective
growth rate of magnetosonic waves is greater than 10−7 m−1
versus wave frequency normalized to local proton gyrofrequency w/WH+, based on our instability analysis over the
4 day period from 20 April 2001 to 23 April 2001. Different symbols represent the different levels of the growth
rate: blue pluses for 10−7 m−1 < ki ≤ 10−6 m−1, green triangles for 10−6 m−1 < ki ≤ 10−5 m−1, and red circles for
ki > 10−5 m−1.
forms from noon to dusk. The high Alfven energy (∼6 keV)
outside the plume near UT 0900–1000 reduces the damping
contribution from the low‐energy component (< 3 keV). The
high ratio of proton ring energy to Alfven energy during this
interval favors the excitation of MS waves at low proton
harmonic gyrofrequencies (3–20 WH+). As the Alfven energy
falls to ∼3 keV, the contribution from damping becomes
sufficient to suppress MS waves over all proton harmonic
gyrofrequencies between 1130–1200 UT.
[19] Two pronounced dispersive proton injection events
(R6 and R7) occur during the recovery phase of the geomagnetic storm on 23 April 2001, shown in Figure 6.
Event R6, which occurs in the afternoon sector, appears to
be associated with pronounced substorm activity prior to
0800 UT. The strong proton ring distribution during R6 is
unstable to MS wave excitation over a broad frequency
spectrum from a few WH+ to 30 WH+. The weaker event
R7 might be associated with a smaller AE enhancement

(∼200 nT) a few hours prior to the injection. However,
during the event R7, the ring energy is well above the
Alfven energy. As a consequence this event is stable to the
excitation of magnetosonic waves at all wave frequencies
due to damping by the low‐energy component.
[20] Table 1 gives a summary of the number of PSDs
measured by the MPA instrument for the chosen 4 day
period. 1639 out of total 3790 PSD measurements are
chosen for instability analysis, and 394 of them are found to
be unstable for MS waves (with peak growth rate among
varying proton harmonic frequencies exceeding 10−7 m−1).
For 304 PSD measurements, the peak growth rate exceeds
10−6 m−1. Figure 7 shows a scatterplot of MLT range where
the calculated MS wave growth rate exceeds 10−7 m−1,
against wave frequencies normalized to local proton gyro
frequency, with three categories based on the levels of the
calculated growth rate: 10−7 m−1 < ki ≤ 10−6 m−1 (blue
pluses), 10−6 m−1 < ki ≤ 10−5 m−1 (green triangles) and ki >
10−5 m−1 (red circles). The majority (67%) of calculated
growth rates fall in the range from 10−6 m−1 to 10−5 m−1,
while 30% are in the range from 10−7 m−1 to 10−6 m−1, and
only 3% have the growth rate larger than 10−5 m−1 with
largest value ∼2 × 10−5 m−1. MS wave instability at geosynchronous orbit occurs over a broad range of wave frequency from ∼5 to 35 WH+ and over a broad MLT range
from 1000 to 2200, where the proton ring distributions are
preferentially observed. No proton ring distribution is seen
in the dawn sector during the chosen time period. This MLT
distribution of unstable magnetosonic waves is consistent
with the previous statistical results of Perraut et al. [1982,
Figure 10a], showing large probability (> 30%) of magnetosonic wave events detected in the MLT range from 1100
to 0200 and few events detected in the dawn sector.

4. Conclusion and Discussion
[21] Proton phase space density at 90° pitch angle measured by MPA on board a LANL geosynchronous orbiting
satellite during the 2001 April storm has been analyzed, to
examine the potential instability of magnetosonic waves.
Our principal conclusions are summarized as follows:
[22] 1. Proton rings associated with dispersive injection
events develop over a broad spatial region between noon
and premidnight. They appear to be associated with individual substorm injections on the nightside during non
storm time periods. During the magnetic storm main phase,
multiple injections on the nightside tend to merge together,
with pronounced proton rings only apparent at the leading
edge of the injection. This behavior of the ion rings
observed at L ≈ 6.6 during the storm main phase appears to

Table 1. The Number of Proton Phase Density Measured by the MPA Instrument on the LANL‐01A Spacecraft
Date

Total Number

Number Selected for Instability Analysisa

Number Found to Be Unstableb

20 Apr 2001
21 Apr 2001
22 Apr 2001
23 Apr 2001
All 4 days

803
999
997
991
3790

325 (14 ≤ UT ≤ 22)
417 (14 ≤ UT ≤ 24)
314 (8.5 ≤ UT ≤ 16)
583 (10 ≤ UT ≤ 24)
1639

177 (144)
68 (43)
41 (28)
108 (89)
394 (304)

a

Universal time range (in unit of h) selected for instability analysis is given in parentheses.
The number of ion phase space density found to be unstable and with peak growth rate greater than 10−6 m−1 is given in parentheses.

b
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be different from the RAM simulation results at lower L
reported by Chen et al. [2010b]. In that simulation the
proton ring distributions arose as a consequence of quasi‐
steady injection into the ring current driven by a global
convection electric field. The simulation did not include any
localized substorm processes. The present observational
results suggest that the electric field used in global ring
current modeling needs to be modified to accommodate the
substorm injection process in order to better simulate the
development of the ion ring distribution observed at geosynchronous orbits on the duskside during times of significant substorm activity.
[23] 2. The observed proton rings provide a source of free
energy for magnetosonic wave instability over a broad frequency range from several to 35 WH+, depending on the ratio
of ring velocity to Alfven velocity. Higher (or lower) values
of VR/VA tend to excite MS waves at lower (or higher)
proton harmonics. Instability is favored when the Alfven
energy is comparable to the energy of proton ring and sufficiently higher than the low‐energy (∼keV) component,
which causes wave damping.
[24] The calculated local convective growth rates indicate
the dominant source region of MS wave excitation during
the April 2001 storm. However, the ability of MS waves to
propagate both radially and azimuthally, which could lead to
mixing of wave power from a broad source region nearby,
should produce a broader frequency spectrum than indicated
by these local calculations. Three‐dimensional ray tracing
will be required to obtain the path‐integrated gain. This is
beyond the scope of the present paper, but will be investigated in the future.
[25] Although no wave measurement is presented in this
study, we do intend to test our theoretical instability analysis in a simultaneous observation of ion distribution and
magnetosonic wave emission on satellites such as CRRES,
THEMIS and Cluster. Such direct comparison will complement the present study. We also plan to extend our
present analysis and perform a statistical study to investigate the global characteristics of the proton ring development at geostationary orbit, using measurement from MPA
detectors on board multiple LANL geosynchronous orbiting
satellites.
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